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Quarrying is one of the most significant human activities in the karst landscape of 
southwestern Wisconsin.  The history of quarrying extends back to earliest 19th Century 
European settlement, when limestone and other rocks were quarried for local 
construction, and there are estimated to be in excess of 1000 abandoned quarries in the 
region. Larger-scale quarrying, primarily of limestone and dolostone for aggregate for 
road construction, dates to the early and mid 20th Century and continues today, with 
about 200 quarries currently active on at least a temporary basis.  Regionally, 
contemporary quarrying is dominated by the Kraemer Company, based in Sauk County.  
Aggregate production is currently about 16 million tonnes annually.  Quarrying currently 
employs only about 200 people directly, although hundreds more in distribution and 
thousands in product usage.  It contributes nearly $90 million annually directly to the 
regional economy, and considerably more indirectly. Quarrying is not without 
controversy, but remediation and other efforts significantly reduce environmental 
impact.  Future prospects for quarrying are strong despite economic uncertainties and 
potentially increasing environmental legislation.        

 
 
Introduction 
     Quarrying is one of the most significant human activities in karst landscapes, including the 
karst of southwestern Wisconsin.  Limestone and dolostone “…are the world’s principal mined 
or quarried rocks and are used for a wider range of purposes than any other rocks.” (Ford and 
Williams, 2007: 489), although “In bulk terms, the overwhelming modern use…is as aggregate.” 
(Ibid: 490).   
     Crushed stone, much of it limestone and dolostone, is Wisconsin’s leading non-fuel mineral 
product, representing about 36% of the state’s non-fuel raw mineral production (USGS, 2006).  
Throughout the state, in 2007 there were 51 companies producing crushed limestone, 10 of 
which had 20 or more employees.  These operations employed 2055 persons, with an annual 
payroll of $96.1 million, and the total value of shipments and receipts was $448.9 million; all 
three figures represented a more than 100% increase since 2002 (US Census Bureau, 2007).  
Production in 2006 totaled 35.8 million tonnes (1 tonne = 1000 kg = 2200 lbs), with a value of 
$204 million (USGS, 2006).  Of this, 29.0 million tonnes (81%) was reported as limestone, from 
188 quarries, with a value of $166 million and 781,000 tonnes (2.2%) was reported as 
dolostone, from nine quarries, with a value of $3.8 million (USGS, 2006).  These figures 
probably under-represent dolostone production, with much of it reported generically as 
limestone.  Numbers of active quarries and annual production totals have varied somewhat 
during the period 1996-2006 (Table 1), but the number of operations has increased slowly and 
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the economic value has increased consistently (Table 1).  Although some data are withheld to 
avoid disclosing company proprietary information, the major use of this crushed rock (at least 
2.89 million tonnes in 2006) is for road base or sub-base construction (USGS, 2006).  Rough 
dimension stone is produced in much smaller quantities. 
 

Year 

Number 

of 

Quarries 

Limestone Quantity 

(thousand metric 

tons) 

Value 

(thousands) 

2000 150 27,300 $113,000 

2001 136 28,500 $117,000 

2002 136 28,900 $121,000 

2003 139 30,200 $135,000 

2004 157 32,500 $139,000 

2005 199 32,400 $193,000 

2006 188 29,000 $166,000 

 

Year 

Number 

of 

Quarries 

   

DolostoneQuantity 

(thousand metric 

tons) 

Value 

(thousands) 

2000 12 2,850 12,000 

2001 12 3,030 13,000 

2002 9 2,540 10,900 

2003 12 1,050 4,740 

2004 9 1,100 4,980 

2005 9 1,000 4,920 

2006 9 781 3,800 

 
   

Table 1.  Active Quarries and Production Totals, Wisconsin, 2000-2006 (USGS 2006) 
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Figure 1.  Carbonate Rock Area in Southwestern Wisconsin. Source: Wisconsin Geological and 
Natural History Survey, http://www.wisconsingeologicalsurvey.org/bdrk.htm 
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In Southwestern Wisconsin, Richland, Crawford and Vernon Counties are in Wisconsin’s 
Crushed Stone/Sand and Gravel District 5, whereas Sauk, Grant, Iowa and Lafayette Counties 
are in District 1 (USGS, 2006). Statewide, these two districts rank consistently in the top three 
districts in crushed stone production, with outputs in 2005 of 8.00 million tonnes and 7.68 
million tonnes respectively, valued at $46.0 million and $43.4 million respectively (USGS, 2005). 
(Data for districts 1 and 2 is combined in the 2006 report to avoid disclosing company 
proprietary information.) 
     While quarrying in karst is of undoubted importance economically and commercially, it 
presents challenging environmental and restoration challenges (Hess and Slattery, 1999; Hobbs 
and Gunn, 1998). Potential environmental impacts include partial or complete destruction of 
landforms, interference with groundwater flow and contamination of groundwater, dumping of 
overburden and air pollution by dust (Ford and Williams, 2007).  Fortunately, avoidance of 
unnecessary impacts is usually possible without undue inconvenience, particularly if quarrying 
is restricted to small dispersed sites at distance from zones of groundwater recharge. 
     Abandoned quarries also present challenges, particularly if they are water-filled.  Use of 
abandoned quarries for official and unofficial disposal of solid wastes in landfill sites poses even 
greater potential problems, including permanent groundwater contamination.  Natural 
processes may partially and slowly rehabilitate abandoned quarries through slope failures and 
vegetation growth, and human remediation can replicate natural landforms and improve 
groundwater quality (Gunn, 1993; Gunn et al., 1997; Gillieson, 1996).  
    
The Karst of Southwestern Wisconsin 
     Carbonate rocks cover approximately 6000 km2 in the Driftless Area of southwestern 
Wisconsin, occupying much of the upland in western Sauk, Richland, Crawford, Vernon, Grant, 
Lafayette and Iowa counties (Day et al., 1989) (Figure 1).  Although understated and localized, 
the karst terrain contains many distinctive karst landform assemblages, including sinkholes or 
dolines, dry or under-drained valleys, caves and springs (Day et al., 1989). 
     North of the Wisconsin River, the karst is formed predominantly within the early Ordovician-
aged Prairie du Chien Formation, which is dominated by carbonate rocks of variable purity, 
increasingly dolomitic towards the east and increasingly sandy or shaley approaching the upper 
and lower geologic contacts with the St. Peter and Jordan Formations respectively.  The 
carbonates are essentially medium-textured, gray to buff dolostones, from 12 to 73 meters in 
thickness, locally sandy, cherty and shaley and with a porosity of about 10% (Heyl et al., 1970; 
Day, 1984).  Compressive strength, as measured by Schmidt Hammer hardness, is highly 
variable but averages about 31 (Day, 1984).  Reflecting the dominant structural effect of the 
Wisconsin Arch, regional dip is generally south to southwestward at about 1 to 2 mkm-1, 
although locally steeper and interrupted by smaller structures (Heyl et al., 1959; Robinson and 
Klingelhoets, 1959; Clayton and Attig, 1990).  Karstification also extends vertically into the 
underlying Jordan Sandstone (Reeder, 1992; Reeder and Day, 1993, 1994), and also into units of 
the St. Lawrence and Tunnel City Formations (Day, 2008).  
     In Richland and western Sauk counties the Prairie du Chien carbonates typically form ridge 
crests and upper valley side slopes, with sandstone-based lower slopes beneath them.  Further 
west, in Crawford and Vernon counties, the carbonates outcrop lower on the slopes with the 
overlying St. Peter sandstone forming ridgetops.  The karst is integrated into a dendritic fluvial 
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topography dominated by broad, alluviated river valleys tributary to the Wisconsin and 
Mississippi Rivers, and the headwater topography is best characterized as fluviokarst (Day et al., 
1989).  Drainage patterns and interfluvial ridge orientations are controlled by northeast-
southwest fracture orientations and by broad north-south trending folds that range from 30-50 
km in length, 5-10 km in width and 30-60 m in amplitude (Heyl et al., 1959; Knox, 1982; Reeder, 
1992; Terlau and Day, 1997).       
     South of the Wisconsin River, the karst is developed in the Middle Ordovician-aged 
Sinnippee carbonates of the Galena and Platteville Formations.  The Platteville carbonates are 
dominantly fine to medium-textured, grey to buff dolostones about 25 m in thickness, and the 
Galena Formation consists of some 80 m of variably bedded, buff, shaley dolostones (Day et al., 
1989).  The karst here is more expansive, with the carbonates forming a north-facing cuesta and 
being exposed widely across the south-facing dip slope.  Fluvial incision is less dramatic here, 
but the fluviokarst is still dissected by dry valleys.  The dolostones in particular here have 
undergone extensive and complex diagenesis, and there is a considerable paleokarst legacy 
with infilled caves and sinkholes (Smith and Simo, 1997). 
     Regionally, the karst is dominated by dry or under-drained valley systems, which testify to 
former fluvial surface drainage regimes now essentially abandoned as progressive karst 
development, particularly associated with an increase in secondary permeability, has “pirated” 
drainage underground.  The valleys are normally dry, except in their lower reaches where they 
are fed by springs, but they become activated during heavy and prolonged rainfall, or during 
spring snowmelt.  The presence and periodic activation of the valley system places the karst 
within the formal category of “fluviokarst”, which has both karstic and fluvial elements (Ford 
and Williams, 2007).  
     Sinkholes or dolines are diagnostic of karst terrain, and it is estimated that there are more 
than 500 of them in southwestern Wisconsin.  In excess of 250 sinkholes have been recorded 
north of the Wisconsin River (Day et al., 1989), and it is likely that there are a comparable 
number south of the river.  The sinkholes pose limited problems for human activities, mostly 
associated with agricultural inconvenience (Day and Reeder, 1989) but they also represent the 
natural entrances to many caves. 

There are well over 200 individual carbonate caves in southwestern Wisconsin, but most are 
shallow and small, and all are less than 1000 m in total length (Day, 2009). Their dimensions are 
constrained by slow dissolution rates and thin bedding, as well as by dismemberment of 
networks and reduction in catchment areas by valley incision. Most passages are nearly 
horizontal tubes with some vadose trenching and extensive breakdown. They contain red-
brown silts and clays produced by weathering of the carbonates and infiltration of loess (Day, 
1988). Some caves contain a few large rooms and vertical pits. Entrances are typically through 
sinkholes or in quarry faces.  

It is widely assumed that the caves of southwestern Wisconsin developed primarily through 
“normal” dissolution by dilute carbonic acid solutions. Although this may be the case, 
hydrothermal processes have clearly affected the caves south of the Wisconsin River, where 
lead and zinc ores were emplaced by hydrothermal activity (Heyl et al., 1970) and were mined 
extensively for lead in the nineteenth century (Reeder and Day, 1989, 1990). Hydrothermal 
processes may have also affected caves north of the Wisconsin River. Some caves may have 
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been influenced, or even initiated, by sulfuric acid dissolution and/or by saline-freshwater 
mixing (Pipes and Day, 2006). 
     Springs are also numerous among southwestern Wisconsin’s karst landforms.  2278 springs 
have been recorded in Grant County alone (Smith and Ball, 1972), and De Geoffroy (1969, 1970) 
obtained chemical samples from a total of 7210 springs, mostly in the Sinnipee Group 
carbonates south of the Wisconsin River.  Surveys in the 1950s documented 586 springs in 
Richland County County (Wisconsin Conservation Department, 1958) and 469 in Crawford 
County (McNurlin, 1959).  The carbonate aquifers are dominantly of the diffuse flow type 
(White, 1969, 1977), which is typical of impure limestones and dolostones.  Recharge is 
primarily through infiltration, and transmission velocities generally are low, mostly via pores, 
tight fractures and small voids.  In the saturated or phreatic zone, water is in dynamic storage in 
unconfined aquifers, and slow gravity flow maintains moderate spring discharges. Portions of 
the aquifers appear to be of the free-flow type (White, 1969, 1977), with higher velocity, 
turbulent flow in integrated conduits enlarged by dissolution (Reeder, 1992; Reeder and Day, 
1993, 1994).  Paleoconduits, abandoned as the regional potentiometric surface was lowered, 
exist in several regional caves (Day, 1986). 
     In Richland and Crawford Counties at least, the combination of regional geologic dip towards 
the southwest and joint orientation predominantly northeast-southwest is reflected both in the 
regional drainage pattern, with rivers tributary to the Wisconsin draining essentially northeast-
southwest, and in spring locations, which are dominantly at the base of slopes on the east and 
north sides of valleys (Day et al., 2004).  Underground water flow may reasonably be modeled 
initially as dominantly down-dip, i.e. towards the southwest, although there may be localized 
exceptions (Day et al., 2000).   
 
Historical Quarrying 
Native American quarrying in the karst of southwestern Wisconsin is poorly documented, 
although it is clear that local deposits of chert or flint were utilized where they were exposed 
(Loebel, 2009).  The Hixton silicified sandstones of Silver Mound in Jackson County were 
quarried for knapping (Theler and Boszhardt, 2003) and it seems unlikely that native 
populations would have spurned any rock material that could be of utility. 
   The history of quarrying in the karst of southwestern Wisconsin extends back to earliest 
European settlement, when limestone and other rocks were quarried for local construction, 
particularly foundations, and for lime production. In Minnesota, quarrying dates primarily to 
the mid 1800s, with the earliest record being in 1820-21 for building Fort Snelling (Winchell, 
1884).  Similar dates apply to the lead mining district south of the Wisconsin River (Brown, 
2009).  Most of these local quarries were small and produced limited quantities of rock for 
relatively short periods of time.  Early extraction was carried out manually using picks, hammers 
and levering bars, with stone blocks being transported short distances by horse- or mule-drawn 
wagons.  Explosives were probably not used in southwestern Wisconsin quarries until well into 
the 20th Century, although they were in use elsewhere from the mid-19th Century onwards 
(White, 1995).  
     Although it is almost impossible to date quarries, and no comprehensive regional tally exists, 
historical accounts make it clear that quarries were numerous by the early 20th Century 
(Hotchkiss and Steidtmann, 1914).  Topographic map analysis and fieldwork in Richland and 
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Crawford Counties during 1988 and 1989 indicate that these two counties contain at least 100 
inactive quarries each. Extrapolating, there are estimated to be in excess of 1000 abandoned 
quarries in the southwest Wisconsin karst region. 
     Larger-scale commercial quarrying operations commenced in the early-20th Century, in part 
in response to an expansion in regional, and particularly rural road construction.  State 
appropriation for highway purposes increased between 1907 and 1914 from $10,000 to $1.23 
million (Hotchkiss and Steidtmann, 1914).  Locally, Edward Kraemer started a house and barn 
construction business in 1912, and in the 1920s was offered by Sauk County a rock crushing job 
in Spring Green.  This job marked the beginning of the aggregate business, which led to road 
construction work in the 1930s. By the 1950s the company's focus had shifted from building 
construction to the aggregate business and road construction, which were spurred by 
burgeoning interstate highway construction. The aggregate business enjoyed very strong 
growth and operated under Edward Kraemer's name until 1996, when it became The Kraemer 
Company, with the name Edward Kraemer and Sons then being applied to the bridge 
construction company operated by other family members (The Kraemer Company, 2010).  
      
Contemporary Quarrying Operations 

Richland, Crawford and Vernon Counties are in Wisconsin’s Crushed Stone/Sand and Gravel 

District 5, whereas Sauk, Grant, Iowa and Lafayette Counties are in District 1 (USGS, 2006). 

Statewide, these two districts rank consistently in the top three districts in crushed stone 

production, with outputs in 2005 of 8.00 million tonnes and 7.68 million tonnes respectively, 

valued at $46.0 million and $43.4 million respectively (USGS, 2005).  Clearly, quarrying in the 

karst is a major activity of considerable regional economic importance. 

     Precise numbers of people employed directly in quarrying are difficult to obtain, but are not 
great, essentially because extraction is highly mechanized and employs relatively few people 
permanently in blasting, excavating, crushing, research and development, security and other 
quarry operations.  Although only about 200 people are employed permanently in regional 
quarrying operations, many more are employed temporarily, and several hundred may be 
employed in collection and distribution of the quarried stone or aggregate.  Beyond that, many 
more are involved in management, support and additional distribution; at least 50 companies in 
southwestern Wisconsin provide aggregate and stone at a retail level, and hundreds of 
individuals may be employed in these operations, at least temporarily.  In total, it is estimated 
that regional quarrying may directly or indirectly support between 1000 and 2000 jobs.   
     The variability of the dolostone/limestone, particularly within the Prairie du Chien Group, is 
such that quarrying operations may yield material of significantly different suitability for 
intended uses. Although it is difficult to figure this into quarry site selection, it requires careful 
analysis and monitoring of the quarry product, including variables such as purity and hardness. 
Testing of rock is carried out both by the company and by the Wisconsin DOT.  The Platteville 
limestones are generally more consistent in quality, but the Galena limestone has traditionally 
been regarded as less desirable (Hotchkiss and Steidtmann, 1914).  The greater areal extent of 
carbonates south of the Wisconsin River makes quarrying potentially easier in those counties (J. 
Kraemer, pers. comm, 2010). 
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     Contemporary quarrying operations are complex but are dominated by a single company: 
the Kraemer Company, based in Plain, Sauk County.  The Mathy Construction Company 
(Milestone Materials), based in Onalaska, LaCrosse County, operates quarries further north, in 
Monroe and LaCrosse counties, but is minimally involved in southwest Wisconsin.  Mathy 
Construction Company (Milestone Materials) was established in 1959 and currently has 496 
employees (AllBusiness, 2010), with contemporary sales totaling $50 - $100 million yearly 
(Spoke, 2010).  Ranked 35th among US construction aggregate producers in 2008, Mathy has 
operations throughout southern and central Wisconsin, and in Iowa and Minnesota; in 2008 its 
nine operating quarries in Wisconsin were in LaCrosse, Monroe and St Croix counties (USGS, 
2008).  Other quarries are operated by individuals, smaller companies, villages and townships, 
but they typically produce smaller quantities of rock and operate for shorter time periods.  
Aggregate Producers of Wisconsin (APW), a statewide industry group established in 2002, lists 
only five producers in southwestern Wisconsin: the Kraemer Company and Scott Construction 
in Sauk County, Kowalski-Kieler Inc. and Rule Construction in Iowa and Grant counties, and Ivey 
Construction in Iowa County (APW, 2010). 
     With its historical focus on aggregate and road construction business also dating to the 
1950s, the Kraemer Company is the largest aggregate company in Wisconsin, operating in 50 
counties and producing some 6.5 million tons of aggregate annually (J. Kraemer, pers. comm.. 
2010).  Kraemer has increasingly dominated the industry since the 1970s, in part because the 
company offers greater flexibility and higher production by utilizing portable, rather than 
stationary equipment for material testing, crushing, washing and other purposes (TKC, 2010). 
Kraemer also produces agricultural lime and landscape stone, and operates approximately 160 
quarries statewide, the majority in southwestern Wisconsin, owning 50 and leasing the 
remainder (TKC, 2010, J. Kraemer, pers. comm. 2010) (Table 2) (Figure 2).  Very few quarries 
operate continuously, but most are used periodically, depending on proximity to demand 
locations.  Quarry operations are dispersed to minimize aggregate transportation costs.  This 
necessitates more, although smaller quarry sites, mostly in rural areas, and is facilitated by the 
company’s mobile equipment (TKC, pers.comm. 2010).  Ranked 69th among US construction 
aggregate producers in 2008, in that year Kraemer was operating 11 quarries in Wisconsin, in 
Buffalo, Columbia, Pepin, Richland, Sauk, Trempealeau and Vernon counties (USGS, 2008).   
 
 
Environmental Impacts 
Quarrying is not without its problems and its critics, although neither has been as pronounced 
an issue in southwestern Wisconsin as elsewhere.  Quarrying is obviously harmful where and 
when it destroys karst landforms and negatively impacts karst ecosystems, but legislative and 
operational measures are increasingly being enacted to avoid or minimize such disturbance.   
     One major potential environmental impact is that quarrying may change groundwater flow 
patterns, potentially dewater aquifers and/or cause degradation of groundwater quality, 
particularly if quarries are extensive and deep (Green et al., 2003; Hobbs and Gunn, 1998; 
Langer, 2001; Kastning, 2003).  Despite the limitations of geotechnical techniques because of 
aquifer heterogeneity, this has not been a major problem in southwestern Wisconsin because 
quarries are restricted in area and depth, and because groundwater recharge is diffuse and 
autogenic over large areas underlain both by carbonates, largely on or near ridge tops, and 
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other sedimentary rocks.  Dye tracing studies, recommended in other areas (Green et al., 2003) 
are of limited utility in southwestern Wisconsin because active hydrologic recharge points, such 
as sinking streams, are rare. 
 

 
Sauk County (9) Alt, Hillpoint, Jackson, Matoushek, Myklebust (2), 
Klingenmeyer, Cary and Charlie Miller. 
 
Richland County (10) Alva Miller, Bethke, Hogskin, Householder, Haney, Willow, 
Dooley, Brown, Jake Miller and Bosstown. 
 
Crawford County (11) Shockley Hill, Radke, Walker Hollow, Wetzel, O”Connell, 
Doskocil, Haggerty, Swiggum, Bown, Fairview and Hanson. 
 
Vernon County (13) Greenwood, Thompson, Burt, McGarty, Clockmaker, Seas 
Branch, Mollett, Brookville, Coon Valley, Newton, Dyson, Pedretti and Zogg. 
 
Grant County (5) Haverland, Gillispie, Zipprich, Bagley and Salzgeber 
 
Iowa County (2) Helena and Schuknecht 

 

 
Table 2.  Kraemer Company-owned Quarries in SW Wisconsin. 

 
     Similarly, quarrying may influence surface drainage systems and/or affect the quality of 
surface water, and cases of this are well documented in the karst of southeast Minnesota 
(Green et al., 2003).  One notable example of this occurred in Vernon County, Wisconsin in 
2004 and 2005, when pumping from a high capacity well for gravel washing at the Kraemer 
Company’s Mollett quarry resulted in temporary cessation of flow in nearby Coon Creek 
(Koperski, 2007).  Subsequent investigation showed that the well intercepted not only the 
targeted deep sandstone aquifer at about 100m, but also a shallow perched karstic aquifer at a 
depth of about 30m within the dolostone.  This shallow aquifer was at approximately the same 
elevation as Coon Creek and at a distance of about 100m.  Use of the well about 20 times 
annually, with extraction of about 303,000 liters (80,000 gallons) daily effectively drained the 
upper aquifer temporarily, causing Coon Creek to dry up.  Although the pumping was within the 
limits of a 1994 well approval and the well was cased and grouted to the required depth of 
nearly 20 m, the Kraemer Company agreed voluntarily to extend the well casing and grouting 
downward by nearly 100 m, which resolved the issue and furthered good relations between the 
company, local landowners and state and county agencies (Koperski, 2007).   
     Quarrying may also cause or exacerbate subsidence and/or sinkhole collapse (Kastning, 
2003) but this problem has not been documented in southwestern Wisconsin.  By contrast, 
regional quarrying has destroyed several small cave systems without previously known 
entrances and this, while historically perhaps inevitable, is to be regretted.  Contemporary 
operations are more sensitive to cave locations, and the Kraemer Company strives to avoid  
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Figure 2.  Location of Kraemer Company quarries in southwestern Wisconsin. Source: TKC 2010. 
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cave destruction unless absolutely necessary, drawing caves disclosed by quarrying operations 
to the attention of the Wisconsin DNR (J. Kraemer, pers. comm. 2010).  Although quarrying may 
destroy caves, it also exposes caves which were previously unknown, making them potentially 
accessible to scientific research and exploration.  Among southwestern Wisconsin caves 
discovered through quarrying are Cave of the Mounds, Bear Creek Cave and Eysenogel Hill Cave 
(Day, 1986). Environmental impacts of quarrying in karst are best avoided by multi-disciplinary 
investigations prior to the initiation of operations (Kastning, 2003).  In particular, assessment of 
geomorphological site conditions, including the presence of features such as sinkholes and 
caves, is highly recommended. 
     Abandoned quarries are often used both officially and illegally as disposal sites for domestic, 
agricultural, commercial and industrial wastes.  Nearly 30% of the abandoned quarries located 
in Richland and Crawford counties in 1988 and 1989 were being used in this manner, with 
variable amounts of refuse including paint, oil, batteries, vehicles and household appliances.  In 
2007, concerns were raised about power plant fly ash being stored in former quarries in Vernon 
County (Hundt, 2007). 

In September 2001 Wisconsin adopted comprehensive non-metallic mining reclamation 
rules [Wisconsin Statutes, Section NR 135. Wisconsin Administrative Code].  Administered by 
county and local governments, these regulations require both new and pre-existing operations 
to submit a reclamation plan and receive a reclamation permit prior to startup and operation 
(USGS, 2003).  Most pre-existing quarries are “grandfathered”, but operating and reclamation 
permits are still required for quarries operating after September 2004.  “By the end of 2003, 
some issues remained, but there was general agreement among operators, regulators, and 
WDNR that the program was in place and operating successfully.” (USGS, 2003: 52.2). 
Reclamation typically involves grading of quarry walls to approximate pre-existing slopes, 
removal of spoil piles and other artifacts, replacement of overburden and soil, and 
establishment of vegetation cover.  The Kraemer Company is currently reclaiming one quarry 
each year, with the Hillpoint Quarry in Sauk County scheduled next (J. Kraemer, pers. comm., 
2010). Current regulations make the opening of new quarries burdensome, hence operators 
often prefer to expand existing operations, although this may be constrained both by depth and 
land ownership. 

 
Discussion and Conclusion 
It is clear that quarrying of limestone and dolostone is a significant activity in the karst of 
southwestern Wisconsin.  At the same time, the scale of quarrying is not incompatible with 
sustainable land use practices, nor does it necessarily pose an environmental threat.  The 
relationship between the karst and the quarrying operations is an interesting one.  Quarrying is 
obviously harmful where and when it destroys karst landforms and negatively impacts karst 
ecosystems, but it is also economically highly significant and it is imperative for local and 
regional road construction and repair.  It is uncertain exactly how many and what landforms 
have been lost to quarrying operations, but the size of the quarries relative to the extent of the 
karst suggests that this is relatively insignificant.  Likewise, there are few documented 
incidences in southwestern Wisconsin of groundwater contamination or other hydrological 
impacts related to quarrying, and those either predate the state’s 2001 mining regulations or 
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have been resolved satisfactorily.  On the positive side, quarries represent important sites for 
geological investigation of the karst, and several important caves, notably Cave of the Mounds, 
which since 1988 is a National Natural Landmark, have been discovered as a result of quarrying. 
     The future of quarrying in southwestern Wisconsin appears secure, with production totals 
remaining relatively steady since 2000 and value generally increasing (Table 1).  National trends 
are similar, with production remaining relatively consistent and unit value almost doubling 
since 2000 (USGS, 2010). Economic vicissitudes notwithstanding, demand for aggregate for 
road construction and other purposes appears to have a consistent and promising future, and 
one in which southwestern Wisconsin’s karst quarries will doubtless play a continuing role. 
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